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v i s u a l  g u i d e l i n e s

Remember to think BIG.  Think long-term. At every point in a campaign, everything 
must look both back to its foundation (brand positioning) but also forward in order to 
evolve within the consistency of a brand. You must meet deadlines in a linear manner, 
but you can adapt, move, change the details...make things perfect before everything goes 
out. You should be obsessing about this. You should not be able to get your mind off 
of the end goal. Constantly observe, absorb, question, imitate and originate. Your mind 
should not rest and your sketchbook/job hunt journal should be the witness.  

Create a Visual Guidelines to go with your brand. “...The appearance and exposure of  
the corporate brand must be constant. In even the most entrepreneurial corporate culture 
where ‘all permissions are granted unless expressly denied,’ identity must be the great 
exception, in which all permissions are denied unless expressly granted. Otherwise, 
chaos will rule.”  - http://identityworks.com/tools/guidelines_and_standards_manuals.htm

Set the rules now and hold to them. Otherwise, you will begin to waste your time and  
money on anything that doesn’t support this. Consistency is the only glue that will hold 
multiple pieces together, each reinforcing its counterpart. It will also help you to:
• Stay consistent without distorting the brand.
• Improve your marketing efforts and show that you are confident in your design choices.
• Understand your own tone, expression, and character better.
• Become more acquainted with your own brand and the more focused it will become.
       - paraphrased from http://design.tutsplus.com/tutorials/quick-tip-how-to-create-a-clear-and-concise-brand- 
identity-guide--vector-5990

Sometimes students don’t understand how or why these would be used since it seems like 
only you would ever use them. You still need to be consistent and the creation of these show 
how one would create visual guidelines. A few specific examples of how these would be used 
(in theory):
• Your administrative assistant is using your letterhead to print an invoice for your client. 

If he has no guidance, he might use his favorite font, Papyrus. Then when he sends out 
that letter to the other client, he’ll probably use Times New Roman and Garamond on the 
same page because he likes them both. GROSS!! Luckily, he has Visual Guidelines to 
follow and can keep his Papyrus love to himself.

• You asked your merchandise team to get T-shirts printed at your local shop and want 
your logo on the small front pocket. This pocket is more vertical than horizontal. The 
logo you usually use is more horizontal and would be way too small on this pocket. 
However, the Visual Guidelines clearly show a vertical version with its repositioned 
logotype underneath the mark. Your team member can easily provide this logo version 
and specific colors to the vendor. 

You will create Visual Guidelines, which will be a major portion of the larger Brand Book. 
The visual guidelines are specific to the visual identity. No sketches are due for this project.

vs. Brand Book: See http://www.smashingmagazine.com/2010/07/designing-style-guidelines-
for-brands-and-websites/. This will guide you through many aspects that you will eventually 
use when building the Brand Book toward the end of the semester, so consider all of these 
factors as you develop your brand throughout the semester. 
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>>> It has been my experience that students new to brand-building don’t truly realize 
who/what they are until the end of the semester. Therefore, we will not build a brand 
board and book until you are further along in the process. However, you may begin one 
now on your own time if it helps you. If you need guidance, please ask Prof. Nikki.

Before you begin the Visual Guidelines, write answers to the following in your binder/
sketchbook. Be prepared to show these with Visual Identity RD 2 (Mon Feb 10).

• BRAND POSITIONING STATEMENT:
• VALUES: (example: “We value simplicity at its core in everything we do.”)
• VOICE/TONE: (examples of list words: Friendly, Confident, Honest, Unconventional) 

objectives problem

See the Standards Manual (= Visual Guidelines) for Arkansas State University at  
https://www.astate.edu/dotAsset/97210f70-4f5e-496c-8c0f-8db5dba0006a.pdf.  
Follow this closely, but with only one logo and more with online applications. You may also 
research other similar standards manuals found online, but please show them to me first.  
If I mentioned to you during Logo sketches to create vertical/horizontal logo versions or 
pattern/color treatments, please see me. 

You must create this in InDesign. 
• Name the file YOUR LAST NAME_VisualGuidelines_SPG20.INDD.
• Illustrator and Photoshop may be used for elements on the page, but page layout must be 

completed in InDesign. 
• Layout the information consistently and with design awareness (of course). 
• The contents of this will become a large portion of the Brand Book at the end of the 

semester, though you will likely retouch it at that time to match your more developed 
brand then.  

The following information must be included: 

• Table of Contents 

• (Name of your company) Logo 

• Components of Logo (if you have both a mark and logotype) 

• Clear Space Requirements 
- Clear space must be relative. In other words, do not supply something like .25 in.  
  What happens when the logo is 10 inches wide? Instead, take something like a letter  
  in the logotype and define this verbally. The example below from student Justin Mohler  
  shows the use of the logotype J and describes this further (except minor misspellings of  
  what should be “Runaround” and “logotype”).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Note: Do not follow the A-State guidelines exactly here. They used the term X height. 
This is confusing because X is not in the logo and x-height is a term that exists.  
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• Minimum Size 

• Colors
For each color, show it and then include:
- Pantone, assume on coated stock unless you desire uncoated (example: PMS 468 C)
- CMYK
- RGB
- hexadecimal (example: #EF000) 

• Approved Color Variations (if applicable), including Reverse treatment 

• Variation on Logo Structure (if applicable - if you can stack for a more vertical logo 
or separate for a more horizontal logo, show this) 

• Unacceptable Logo Usage and Guidelines 

• Typography
- Required is to list both the serif and sans serif options for supporting typefaces and  
  directions for each. You are the boss! If somebody had to write a letter on your  
   printed letterhead, do you want them to use Comic Sans? 
- If you’re not sure, your first test will be exactly how you treated the type on the  
  contents of your cover letter. The letter is not necessarily (in fact, probably not!)  
  the same typefaces as those used to show your required information on the visual  
  identity letterhead.  
- Give the preferred type and then 1 option in case your first choice is unavailable.  
  Be sure the second option is very common if your preferred is not. For example:  
        Preferred: Footlight MT Light 
        If unavailable, the second option could be the more common Baskerville  
        or Times New Roman. 
- Name the typeface and show its full alphabet, punctuation, and numbers.  
- Remember that supporting typefaces are not the logotype. Logotype should be  
  considered artwork. Listing the logotype will confuse the reader of the style guide. 

• Visual Identity System
- Business Card 
- Stationary (and Envelope optional) - including all spacing and notes on how it  
   should  be used. Consider both flat art to show space and mock-up to provide a  
   more dynamic visual. 
   > Remember you are not providing information how to print these. The person  
      using the Visual Guidelines would have the pre-printed letterhead (and envelope)  
      and need instruction exactly where to place information. 

• Website Favicon
16 px (general use in all browsers) and 114 px (iPhone home screen icon, twice the
standard size for retina display) PNG file, transparent background, indexed color 

• Social Profile Mark 
See https://www.socialreport.com/insights/article/360018150371-The-Ultimate-Guide-
to-Social-Media-Image-Sizes-in-2019
You can include an image for each flavor of social media or you can just do
minimum and maximum sizes. PNG is your safest bet. See sizes!!! 

• E-mail Sign-Off 
https://webapp.wisestamp.com/ 
This requires you to set up your new email. See schedule for email sent from your 
account with correct email sign-off.  

r e q u i r e m e n t s
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You may want to begin considering your Visual Identity in digital mock-ups of things 
like a T-shirt, mug, or other merchandise. These will eventually be required in your 
brand book. As you will see by the sites below, digital mock-ups are common if a 
photo is not available. http://www.nikkiarnell.net/mock-ups.html

See the sites below as additional helpful guides (remember that some of these are full 
guides to a brand and you are only doing logo and visual identity guidelines now). 
Links are live on PDF. 

• http://www.webdesignerdepot.com/2013/11/20-inspiring-branding-guides/ 

• http://www.logodesignlove.com/brand-identity-style-guides 

• http://www.brandingidentitydesign.com/19-minimalist-style-guides/#.
VesQoJ1Vikp 

• https://mayvendev.com/blog/how-to-build-a-brand-bible-visual-style-guide 

• http://imjustcreative.com/8-page-logo-template-download/2012/09/21 

• http://imjustcreative.com/logo-and-brand-identity-guidelines-template- 
download/2014/08/14 

• APPLE 2006:http://images.apple.com/chatterbox/asia/asw/Apple_Identity_Guide_WW.pdf 

• See last year’s Branded Show website. Select each designer’s logo to then see their Brand 
Book. A significant first portion of the Brand Book is your Visual Guidelines. 

Use ProWritingAid (see link on our class page) to check all of your writing’s 
spelling and grammar. You should not consider something final until you receive a 
SUMMARY of 100 for both spelling and grammar (excluding any unique words that 
a spell check wouldn’t know). 

You will be graded on the following:
• Directions were followed accurately.
• Ambition - How much did you challenge yourself? Did you plan your time well?
• No misspellings! SPELL CHECK. 
• No incorrect grammar.
• Is it clear you understand how these guidelines are to be used by somebody who 

is creating any work under your visual brand?
• Do all guidelines create a cohesive look?
• Do the guidelines follow your guidelines?
• Are explanations clear to provide directions to others?
• Are visual examples also given to aid in these directions?
• Does the final look professional?

 
 

see next page
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To reduce any confusion on project sheets, I will only list what is due for Visual 
Guidelines below. Please keep track of all other project sheets, as many times there are 
multiple items due on one day. This includes notes from readings due every Monday.

Wed Feb 5: 
• Begin Visual Guidelines

Mon Feb 10: 
• Present answers to questions presented on Visual Guidelines sheet with  

Visual Identity sketches.
• Visual Guidelines progress discussed.

Date TBD. See Slack as time approaches.  
• Visual Guidelines midway critique.
• Email Sign-Off assigned in class.  

Remember to include this in your Visual Guidelines.

Mon Mar 2
• Package file (File : Package) as shown below. Place entire folder in shared Google 

Drive folder under SECTION 2 : VISUAL GUIDELINES.  
Note: If you have a link in your guidelines, you will need to File : Export to an 
Interactive PDF and replace the PDF in your packaged folder.  
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